TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of January 21st (As of 1.15.13)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com
Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of note this week:

Season Finales

TOTALLY T-BOZ - Tuesday, January 22nd
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: RANDY KNOWS BEST - Friday, January 25th

Specials

HONEY BOO BOO: YOU DON'T KNOW BOO! - Sunday, January 27th
PLASTIC WIVES - Sunday, January 27th

Monday, January 21st

9:00 PM ET/PT

CAKE BOSS: NEXT GREAT BAKER #7 – BATTLE OF THE SEXES

This week it’s girls against boys in a themed-cake elimination challenge. Buddy has charged both teams with creating inventive theme cakes for Buddy’s bakery portfolio. But when Buddy throws a monkey wrench in the competition both teams will be forced to bake for their lives! And at the end of the day, only 5 bakers will be left standing.....

10:00 PM ET/PT

PETE ROSE: HITS AND MRS. #2 - FOR PETE’S SAKE

When Pete brings Kiana and the kids along on his annual trip to Cooperstown to sign autographs, he gets a long overdo wake-up call. Kiana visits the Hall Of Fame and urges Pete to tell the kids the real story of his banishment and fight for reinstatement.

10:30 PM ET/PT

PETE ROSE: HITS AND MRS. #3 - CREATURE OF HABIT
For the last 5 years, Pete and Kiana have managed to make their long distance relationship work. But now that marriage is in the cards, Kiana feels it’s time to consider living together as a family, however Pete is reluctant to give up his bachelor ways.

Tuesday, January 22\textsuperscript{nd}

8:00 PM ET/PT

**TOTALLY T-BOZ #4 - THE FINAL COUNTDOWN**

The time has come for T-Boz to showcase her single! But before her listening party, she needs to clear the air with Chilli, who was upset to hear TLC was no longer T-Boz’s only priority. Tionne visits her doctor and hears the final results of her MRI.

9:00 PM ET/PT

**THE SISTERHOOD #4 - THOU SHALT NOT CONDEMN YOUR FRIEND**

Tara forces the ladies to endure a rigorous workout but tensions rise when Domonique refuses to break a sweat. And later, a heated dispute ignites between Domonique and DeLana and ends with all of the First Ladies in a big feud.

Wednesday, January 23\textsuperscript{rd}

9:00 PM ET/PT

**TODDLERS & TIARAS #25 - STARS ‘N GLITZ: FIESTA**

There is a fiesta in Charlotte, North Carolina and Las ninas bonitas are ready for the competition. Ariana, 7 is a fan of gardening and has her routines perfected. Alyssa, 3 is a sassy girl who is sure to wow the judges. Natali, 3 is a momma's girl but decides at this pageant she’s going to go on stage by herself.

10:00 PM ET/PT

**CHEER PERFECTION #6 - KEEP MY NAME OUT OF YOUR MOUTH**

Alisha chooses 5 athletes to return to Chicago to compete in duo and trio divisions. They have just one week to prepare but two girls are struggling. Ann and Shannon continue to argue. And Alisha proposes a radical change for the gym.

Thursday, January 24\textsuperscript{th}

10:00 PM ET/PT

**WHAT NOT TO WEAR #1 – SIMONA**

Simona has been an overachiever throughout her life and her academics have always come first. Can Stacy & Clinton help this smart scientist ditch her comfortable duds, in favor of a more appropriate and current style suitable for her bright future ahead?
Friday, January 25th

8:00 PM ET/PT

FOUR WEDDINGS #20 - ...AND A LOVE LASSO

Kale performs a dance during her ultra-modern affair and Jennifer is serenaded on her wedding cruise by her sorority sisters. Christa keeps her nuptials elegant with black and white decor, while Araceli lassos her love during her garden soiree.

9:00 PM ET/PT

SAY YES TO THE DRESS #7 – THE BLOWOUT SALE

Four times a year, the salon has a blowout sale where brides get an opportunity to purchase marked-down, designer dresses at bargain prices. Brides travel from all over the world to start lining up at dawn to get the most coveted bridal ticket in town!

9:30 PM ET/PT

SAY YES TO THE DRESS #6 – KEEPING AN OPEN MIND

A former Miss DC has come to the store with only one gown in mind. Tamara is looking for an out-of-the-box gown that makes a statement for her destination wedding. Stephanie comes in for her fitting- still not convinced that she’s bought the right dress.

10:00 PM ET/PT

SAY YES TO THE DRESS: RANDY KNOWS BEST #5- TOP 10 MOST MEMORABLE BRIDES

There are so many fans of Say Yes, and everyone has their favorites. And on this episode, Randy will count down his top ten picks for his most memorable. From biggest drama moment to the happiest say yes... who will make number 1?

Sunday, January 27th

9:00 PM ET/PT

HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: YOU DON’T KNOW BOO!

Come back down South for more sassy attitudes and crazy family fun on this special episode of Here Comes Honey Boo Boo. Honey Boo Boo and the whole family gather to share their favorite and most redneckognizeable moments from the series; from the adventures of Glitzy the Pig, to the arrival of baby Kaitlyn, Mama’s sneezing fits, the very best in Boo Boo family invented phrases, as well as never-before-seen moments and behind the scenes laughs!

10:00 PM ET/PT

PLASTIC WIVES

To certain women, aging gracefully isn’t an option – they’ve decided to wage war against Mother Nature. Looking young and beautiful means endless injections, nips and tucks, making plastic surgery a hugely popular and lucrative business. TLC slices into this tight-knit community, warts and all, in the all new one-hour special PLASTIC WIVES, following four women who are romantically linked to some of the most successful cosmetic doctors in Los Angeles.